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Dear , 

Thanks for your invitation to this important event. 

Unfortunately I am unable to attend. I will see if there are other people within Gekko who are available. 

I have had a read over your document and I commend it for focusing on some important areas. 

The areas that are of most impact to myself and facilitating a strong business environment for Gekko and sustainable 
lifestyle are as follows: 

- A strong and globally competitive digital infrastructure
o especially with many staff working from home and not always in the central city region, our band

width is very poor and restrictive
o this particularly impacts any engineering design and networking/communicating online as well as

download waiting time
- Linking our strong agricultural sector, renewable energy and recycling

o The region has a strong agricultural sector and strong manufacturing sector
o In addition to current wind/solar/battery based regional projects we should also be looking to utilise

our waste (domestic, commercial and agricultural including FOGO) and supply low cost regional
energy to create on demand renewable energy with bioenergy, biomass and composting facilities.

- Smart cities: innovation, collaboration, attracting world class capability, being globally competitive
o I am not sure if this is in your brief but unless we are attracting and educating world class and globally

competitive businesses and people, we will be out of the game
o Bringing new ideas, connecting internationally, learning resilience, having access to world class

education and capacity/skills to collaborate is all critical for the future of this region
o Clustering and collaborating around key themes is essential
o Digital theme is critical here
o Bring in skills where necessary to develop collaboration/capability across businesses with shared

objectives in aligned sectors
o Research and Innovations centres – leverage Fed Uni

I hope this helps. 
Please call if you would like to discuss further. 

 

  
 

  




